Smile Coin

Accept crypto. Receive cash.

Partnerships
Your business deserves better than PayPal.

Millions of companies—from startups to large enterprise—have unfair access to payments. Use Smile Coin to accept payments, send payouts, and manage your business.
Accept crypto. Receive cash.

We take care of everything that’s required to accept and send payouts globally behind the scenes—except faster and cheaper by harnessing the Algorand blockchain.
Accelerate your business with secure and high-speed payments

**Frictionless payment processing built in web3**
Accept payments, send payouts, and manage your business at the scale and simplicity of web3.

**Reach customers in new channels**
From direct integrations with the blockchain network through checkout flows, access consumer crypto communities by simply dropping an SDK into your application.

**Get paid without working with legacy finance**
Put all of your businesses transactions on the blockchain in order to workaround PayPal and Stripe. And transact at near zero cost.

**Cost-savings at lightning speed**
Our systems operate on Algorand blockchain with 100% finality—with throughput of 1,000+ transactions per second—to make your payment processing more effective.
The first complete payment processing network for non-native blockchain companies, Smile Coin comes with the tools you need to accept and make payments through Web3. Accelerate your businesses so you can focus on your product.
For businesses that fund fun.

Smile Coin provides a payment processing solution for any company that funds fun—with functionality specific to gaming and a host of other features that extend to any industry. We’re bringing together everything that’s required to accept payments and send payouts to customers—no matter who you are or where you are located.
Case Study: Payment Processing for Gaming

1M+ SMILE received
3x Revenue increase
10K+ Payments per week

Portfolio

Grin Gaming

Your Earnings

Portfolio

1M+ SMILE
3x Revenue increase
10K+ Payments per week

Enter With SMILE
Join the burgeoning Smile Coin ecosystem

Use Smile Coin to build your business’s payment infrastructure to launch and connect to the ever-expanding Algorand ecosystem.

- **3x** Revenue increase on first network partner integration
- **100K+** Transactions on Algorand blockchain
- **10K+** In the Smile Coin Network
- **153K+** Active community
- **INSTANT FINALITY** Transactions confirmed in seconds
Partnerships
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